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Abstract. Ship transportation is important in the countries with sea and wide rivers. Multi-ship course problem has 
been treated in the engineering related to ships. But, the optimality of courses and the interaction between 
maneuvering actions have not been sufficiently discussed yet. Since there are the special conditions in ship 
maneuvering, we regard multi-agent reinforcement learning system (MARLS) as a useful tool to brisk up these 
discussions. In this paper, we propose a new MARLS to find courses of ships and investigate the effects of prior 
knowledge on our MARLS. From numerical simulations, we show that our MARLS can keep navigation rules and 
improve the learning efficiency. 
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1 Introduction 

Deciding courses of ships before actual navigation is important. The importance deeply relates to the value of ship 
transportation and the special conditions in ship maneuvering. The conditions are as follows: 1) the dynamics is 
nonlinear, 2) there is no way to brake and go backward effectively, 3) the attitude is unstable at a low speed, and 4) the 
control tower with authority does not exist.  

In the engineering related to ships, multi-ship course problem has been treated in maneuvering simulation and 
automatic operation, where the course has been given as a guideline which ships should trace and the procedures to 
avoid collisions between ships have been discussed. But, the optimality of courses and the interaction between 
maneuvering actions have not been sufficiently discussed yet. We regard multi-agent reinforcement learning system 
(MARLS) as a useful tool to brisk up these discussions, because ships have the special conditions in the maneuvering. 

There are a few works [1]-[3] of MARLS to solve multi-ship course problem. They are roughly divided into 2 kinds 
of frameworks. The first framework [1], [2] is a simple application of MARLS to the problem and the solution may 
often be unsuitable for actual navigation. To overcome this, the second framework [3] uses navigation rules (NRs) as 
prior knowledge. NRs are the knowledge to avoid collisions between 2 ships, which are given by international 
regulations [4]. In this framework, NRs are reflected by the shape of collision area (C-area) which is used to judge 
collisions between ships. But, this MARLS sometimes neglects NRs because controlling C-area is an indirect way to 
keep NRs. Also, as the problem becomes difficult, the learning efficiency decreases rapidly. In this paper, we propose a 
new MARLS and investigate the effects of prior knowledge on our MARLS. From numerical simulations, we show that 
our MARLS can keep NRs and improve the learning efficiency. 

2 Basic MARLS to Find Courses of Ships 

2.1 Multi-Ship Course Problem 

Fig.1(a) shows the model of ship maneuvering motion. To simplify the discussion, there is no tidal current which is a 
major factor of the external force. Considering tidal current effects, one can use our previous work [2]. OS is the center 
in turning the ship’s head and shows the ship’s position (i.e., OS=(x, y)). ! is the heading angle. LS is the ship’s length. v0 
is the velocity and its size is V0. The dynamics is given by [5],  

 
 
where " is the rudder angle. T0 and K0 are the parameters to characterize the ship maneuvering performance in still water. 
Each ship has individual values of T0 and K0. As mentioned above, a ship has no way to brake and go backward 
effectively and the attitude is unstable at a low speed. Therefore, when many ships are in a limited sea area, actual 
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navigators tend to avoid collisions by only changing the direction before changing the speed. From this fact, we fix V0 at 
the standard value. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Models of ship maneuvering motion and sea area. 

Figs.1(b) and (c) show the model of sea area. Fig.1(b) is a common sea area which all ships share and it defines the 
start (S) and goal (G) for each ship in the navigable area (white). Also, it defines the unnavigable area (gray) which 
represents obstacles. Fig.1(c) is an individual sea area which each ship occupies and it is based on the common sea area. 
It consists of grids whose side length is fixed at LG. Each grid is numbered for reinforcement learning (RL). There are 4 
kinds of grids: start one (S), goal one (G), navigable one (white), and unnavigable one (gray). Each ship is permitted to 
move every grid except unnavigable ones. Therefore, we judge that MARLS has obtained a solution of multi-ship 
course problem if all the ships arrive at their goal grids without entering the unnavigable grid in their individual sea area 
and there is no collision between ships in the common sea area. 

2.2 Basic MARLS for Multi-Ship Course Problem 

Here, we show the basis of our MARLS which uses Q-learning (QL). There are some assumptions to solve multi-ship 
course problem by MARLS. A navigator is regarded as an agent and the number of agents is N. The perceptual input Pk 
of agent k consists of the own ship’s information Ik=(xk, yk, !k, ) and other ships’ information Dk. The action is defined 
by the rudder angle "k. If the ship k is in the goal grid Gk, unnavigable ones, and the others, the agent k receives rA, rF, 
and zero as the reward, respectively. Also, when the ship k collides with other ships, the agent k receives rF. When the 
agent k senses the terminal state, it receives rA or rF. If N agents arrive at their goals in the present episode, it means the 
task achievement. The end condition of a learning trial is based on the task achievement ratio. The basic MARLS 
algorithm for multi-ships course problem is described as follows. 
1. Initialize the Q-value Qk(sk, ak) for k=1!N, sk"Sk, and ak"Ak (i.e., Qk(sk, ak)=0). 
2. Initialize the episode counter CE (i.e., CE=0). 
3. Set each ship to the starting point and set t=0. 
4. Sense a state sk(t) from the perceptual input Pk(t)=(Ik(t), Dk(t)). 
5. Select an action ak(t) by #-greedy policy and execute the action specified by ak(t). 
6. Sense a new state sk(t+1) from Pk(t+1). 
7. Receive a reward rk(t+1). 
8. Update Qk(sk, ak) by the following equation:  

 
 

where #k and $k are the learning rate and the discount rate, respectively. 
9. If all the agents arrive at their terminal states, go to step 10. Otherwise, t$t+1 and go to step 4. 
10. If the end condition is satisfied, stop a learning trial. Otherwise, CE$CE+1 and go to step 3. 

3 MARLS with Prior Knowledge for Multi-ship Course Problem 

To keep the navigation rules (NRs) [4] forcibly and improve the possibility that ships arrive at their goals, we propose a 
new MARLS which uses not only NRs but also a common rule (CR) as prior knowledge. CR is based on the idea that a 
ship ought to move to the goal if there is no danger of collisions. We briefly explain how to use 
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Fig. 2.  Relationship between collision situations, navigation rules, and C-area. 

prior knowledge in our MARLS. NRs are implemented by not only controlling the collision area (C-area) [3] but also 
limiting the action selection. Additionally, we modify the methods of judging collision situations and canceling the 
judgment to keep NRs more appropriately. CR is implemented by limiting the action selection when the ship’s heading 
angle differs widely from the goal direction and there is no danger of collisions. As a result, since the MARLS prevents 
each agent from learning extra states, the learning efficiency will be improved. 

3.1 Collision Area Based on Navigation Rules 

Fig.2 illustrates the collision situations, NRs, and C-area. Fig.2(a) shows Head-on-situation and each ship must change 
the course to the right to avoid the collision. Fig.2(b) shows Crossing-situation and the ship which has the other ship on 
the right side must change the course to the right. Fig.2(c) shows Overtaking and the overtaking ship must change the 
course to the right or the left. When the ship k must avoid the collision with the other ship j according to NRs, our 
MARLS places C-area around the ship j. The shape of C-area depends on the corresponding collision situation. If the 
ship k enters C-area around the ship j, then the agent k receives a negative reward rF and the agent j has no penalty. This 
collision judgment is executed at the step 7 of the basic MARLS. As a result, the ship k may get the course to avoid the 
collision with the ship j according to NRs. 

3.2 Perception of Other Ships 

The agent k must get other ships’ information Dk to perceive other ships. Our MARLS executes the following 4 
processes for the agent k to get Dk. 

The first process is to detect other ships. As shown in Fig.3(a), the agent k always observes whether other ships are in 
the view circle whose center is OSk(=(xk, yk)) of the ship k and radius is Rk. If other ships are in the circle, the agent k 
detects them. 

The second process is to judge the collision situations. At the beginning of each episode, the judgment status of each 
agent is free. If the agent k has detected the ship j and the judgment status Jkj is free, the agent k judges the collision 
situations by the criterion shown in Fig.3(b). First, the criterion checks whether the ships k is in Head-on-situation (need 
to avoid). If the ship k satisfies that %WJ&xk&WJ, yk'0, and !k"A1 as well as the ship k1, the ship k must avoid the ships j 
in Head-on-situation. In this case, Jkj becomes Head-on-situation (need to avoid). Next, the criterion checks that the ship 
k is in Crossing-situation (need to avoid), Crossing-situation (no need to avoid), or Overtaking (need to avoid) by the 
angle Ajk. For example, if the ship k satisfies that Ajk"AC3 and !k"A3 as well as the ship k3, the ship k has no need to 
avoid the ships j in Crossing-situation. That is, Jkj becomes Crossing-situation (no need to avoid). Finally, the criterion 
checks that the ship k is in Overtaking (no need to avoid). If Jjk is Overtaking (need to avoid), the ship k has no need to 
avoid the ships j in Overtaking. Therefore, Jkj becomes Overtaking (no need to avoid). Of course, if the relationship 
between the ships k and j does not match all the collision situations, Jkj remains free. 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. A view circle of a ship and a method to judge the collision situations.  

(a) Head-on-situation 

22.5° 22.5° 

(b) Crossing-situation (c) Overtaking 

(a) A view circle (b) A method to judge the collision situations 

22.5° 22.5° 
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The third process is to cancel the judgment of collision situations. The agent k can cancel the judgment (i.e., make Jkj free) if the ship 
j has moved out of the view circle, the ship k (j) has completed the move to avoid the collision with the ship j (k), or the judgment is 
widely different from the present relationship between the ships k and j. Since the first condition is simple, we explain only the 
second and third ones by using Fig.4. It assumes that the ship k must avoid the ships j according to NRs. Also, if Jkj becomes free, Jjk 
also becomes free. The second condition is executed as follows. If, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Methods to cancel the judgment of collision situations. 

the ship k moves over the bold dotted line in the corresponding collision situation, it means that the ship k has 
completely avoided the collision with the ship j. Therefore, the agent k can cancel the judgment. The third condition is 
executed as follows. In Fig.4(a), if %Dh&xk&Dh, yk'%LS/2 and !k"[%(/2, (/2], if xk<%Dh, yk'%LS/2 and !k"[%(, (/2], or if 
xk>Dh, yk'%LS/2 and !k"[%(/2, (], the agent k can cancel Head-on-situation (need to avoid). In Fig.4(b), if xk&LS/2, 
yk'%LS/2 and !k"[(, 2(], the agent k can cancel Crossing-situation (need to avoid). In Fig.4(c), if %Do&xk&Do, 
yk&Ho%LS/2 and !k"[(/2, 3(/2], if xk<%Do, yk&Ho%LS/2 and !k"[(/2, 2(], or if xk>Do, yk&Ho%LS/2 and !k"[0, 3(/2], the 
agent k can cancel Overtaking (need to avoid). 

The fourth process is to generate other ships’ information Dk from the results of above processes. If there are other 
ships which the ship k needs to avoid, Dk is generated based on the directions where they exist. For example, Fig.3(a) 
shows that there are 2 ships j2 and j3 in the view circle. Moreover, the circle is divided NDk=4 regions (i.e., Dk[0]~Dk[3]). 
Since the ship k needs to avoid only the ship j2 in the region Dk[0], the agent k generates Dk=[1, 0, 0, 0]. 

The perception of other ships is inserted into the steps 4 and 6 of the basic MARLS. 

3.3 Limited Action Selection 

Our MARLS limits the action selection to keep NRs forcibly and improve the possibility that ships arrive at their goals. 
First, we explain the limited action selection (LAS) to keep NRs. If observing Fig.2 carefully, one can see that the ships 
in Head-on-situation (need to avoid) and Crossing-situation (need to avoid) must change the course to the right. That is, 
the action selection should be limited so that "k'0. But, if selecting such actions is continued, the ship k may turn to the 
right unnecessarily. To overcome this, the agent k cannot limit the action selection if !k'ALAS as shown in Figs.5(a) and 
(b). Next, we show LAS to move to the goal. Figs.5(c) and (d) are the criteria for this LAS. They are applied to the ship 
which has no need to avoid other ships. If %<AGk&( as shown in Fig.5(c), the action selection is limited so that the ship k 
changes the course to the right (i.e., "k'0). If %(<AGk<%% as shown in Fig.5(d), the action selection is limited so that the 
ship k changes the course to the left (i.e., "k&0). These limited action selections are executed at the step 5 of the basic 
MARLS. 

4 Numerical Simulations 

Simulations have been carried out to investigate the effects of prior knowledge on our MARLS for multi-ship course 
problem. Fig.1(b) shows the test problem which includes 6 ships in 42LS)42LS common sea area. To simplify the 
discussion, all the ships have common parameters except their start and goal positions. The parameters of ships are 
LS=107(m), V0=6.17(m/s), K0=1.310, T0=1.085, ""{0.0, 10.0, %10.0, 20.0, %20.0}(deg.). The initial heading angle is 
equal to the goal direction plus random value within [%2.5, 2.5](deg.). The parameters of QL are #=0.1, *=0.99, rA=1.0, 
rF= %1.0, &=10%

3. The state variables are divided as follows: xk and yk are divided by LG(=2LS), !"[0, 2(] is divided into 
12 equal parts,  is divided into 2 equal parts based on its sign. The parameters of C-area are Hh=2LS, Wh=5LS, Hc=5LS, 
Wc=LS, Ho= 5LS, Wo=2LS. The parameters to perceive other ships are R=40LS, WJ=LS, Dh=Do=10LS, ND=4. The 
parameter of limited action selection (LAS) is %=1.0(deg.). The numerical analysis has been done by fourth order 
Runge-Kutta. The time step is 't=1.0(sec.). The maximum number of episodes in each learning trial is 300000. The 
learning in a trial is successful if the task achievement ratio is over 80% for 20000 successive episodes. Also, if the 
learning is successful, we have estimated the course of ship whose initial heading angle is the goal direction. The 
number of trials is 30. 
 

!k 

!k 

!k 

(a) Head-on-situation (b) Crossing-situation (c) Overtaking 
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Fig. 5. Methods to limit action selection. 

Table 1. Use(1)/disuse(0) of prior knowledge. 

Exp. num. LAS1 LAS2 CANC1 CANC2 CNR 
E1 1 1 1 1 1 
E2 0 1 1 1 1 
E3 1 0 1 1 1 
E4 1 1 0 1 1 
E5 1 1 1 0 1 
E6 1 1 1 1 0 
E7 0 0 0 0 1 
E8 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 2. Simulation results. 

Exp. num. NSLT NEPS NS NKNR NVNR NCOL DKNR (m) 
E1 30 77505 28811 26 0 4 30010 
E2 24 184907 75683 18 6 0 29950 
E3 0 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 
E4 2 272930 76348 1 0 1 29967 
E5 30 179734 53102 24 0 6 29937 
E6 30 96491 36266 23 3 4 30018 
E7 0 ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 
E8 1 296342 90731 0 1 0 ----- 

 
 

Table 1 shows the use(1)/disuse(0) of prior knowledge. LAS1 and LAS2 mean LASs to keep navigation rules (NRs) 
and move to the goal, respectively. CANC1 and CANC2 mean the cancels of the judgment of collision situations by the 
achievement of collision avoidance and by the wide difference between the judgment and the present relationship 
between ships, respectively. CNR means the C-area based on NRs. If CNR=0, C-area becomes an LS)LS square. Table 2 
shows the simulation results. NSLT is the number of successful learning trials. NEPS is the average number of episodes 
executed in successful trials. NS is the average number of states used in successful trials. NKNR, NVNR, and NCOL are the 
numbers of estimated courses which keep NRs, violate NRs, and have collisions, respectively. DKNR is the average 
distance of courses which keep NRs. From Table 1 and 2, we have found followings. 
% The disuse of prior knowledge increases states (NS). As a result, the executed episodes (NEPS) increase and the 

successful learning trials (NSLT) decrease. Especially, the absence of LAS2 decreases the performance of MARLS 
seriously. The absence of CANC1 means the lack of LAS2, since it is difficult for the judgment status (Jkj) to be 
free. This is the reason why E4 has small NSLT. 

% If both LAS1 and CNR are used, MARLS does not get courses which violate NRs. But, if either of them is absent, 
it gets such courses. Therefore, they help MARLS to keep NRs each other. Moreover, if the obtained courses 
keep NRs, the distance (DKNR) hardly depends on the use/disuse of prior knowledge. 

% Even if the learning has been successful, the estimated course may include collisions. Therefore, the end 
condition of learning will have to be modified. 

% E1 (i.e., our new MARLS) has much better performance than E7 (i.e., MARLS in [3]) and E8 (i.e., MARLS in 
[1], [2]). 

5 Conclusions 

We have proposed a new MARLS for multi-ship course problem and investigated the effects of prior knowledge on our 
MARLS. Simulation results have shown that the use of prior knowledge helps to not only keep the navigation rules but 

(a) LSA for Head- 
on-situation ("k'0) 

(b) LAS for Crossing-
situation ("k'0) 

(c) LAS to move 
to Gk ("k'0) 

% -% % -% 

(d) LAS to move 
to Gk ("k&0) 
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also improve the learning efficiency. However, even if the learning is successful, the courses of ships whose initial 
heading angles are the goal direction may include collisions. Therefore, the end condition of learning will have to be 
modified. 
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